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Our strong relationship with Shoe Zone has developed over a period of more than fifteen years and continues to grow, our
electrical team work across multiple divisions of the business. The nature of Shoe Zones projects requires high levels of
professionalism and workmanship, from the initial designs and quotations, right through to completion and project handover.

•
•

Founded in 1917 Shoe Zone which sells shoes at
low prices
Over 500 stores nationwide
Annual Turnover £241 Million

Client Name: Shoezone
Project Name: Dover
Services: Electrical Installation
Start Date: 16.04.18
Completion: 11.05.18

Testimonial
We already had a long working relationship with John Worth Electrical prior to the Dover project but this was a
completely new concept for us. We had an idea of how we wanted our new concept store to look and we knew
that John Worth Electrical would be the company to help us deliver the look on time and within budget. They have
the knowledge, experience and contacts to be able to show us what was available and gave us an honest opinion,
whilst maintaining the balance between price and quality. With this being a completely new concept, every detail
needed to be thought of prior to going on site and they didn’t let us down. Every detail down to the containment
used was given full consideration by them.With the dedication of their entire team from Management to the
people installing, we were able to create the store that matched our original brief perfectly.
Jamie Footitt
Shop Fitting Manager
Shoe Zone

Throughout our relationship with Shoe Zone, we have successfully completed a range of activities such as the installation of
distribution systems, control wiring, cable and containment sizing and lighting designs using our in-house team and experienced
engineers. In addition, all our fire alarm and emergency lighting systems are designed, installed, and commissioned by our team
of dedicated in-house engineers and out-source technical team.
Our consistently high standards, industry expertise and sheer enthusiasm have put us in a particularly strong position.
Project Overview
Dover was a new concept store for Shoe Zone sited on a retail park rather than a high street.
Our electrical team were involved from the start working closely with Shoe Zone property managers and utilising our experience
from providing lighting designs and samples to ensuring Electrical load calculations were correct for DNO supply and meter
installation.
Working from the power source, we were able to provide the full electrical installation including Fire alarm, Data cabling and
Emergency lighting which was designed and installed to relevant regulations.
As with all new concepts there were some challenges and alterations the positioning of containment for example had to be
adapted and with their wiring expertise, our team were able to find a solution on site.
We regularly work in changing environments where installations may be undertaken. Each scenario brings a different set of
challenges and requirements that we must meet. Health and safety is a priority at all times.
Scope of Works
During the process of the fit out our electrical team installed and commissioned
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Switch fuse and meter tails
Schneider distribution boards and expansion boxes
Containment, lighting trunking and basket tray
SWA HVAC supplies
CAT5 cabling to tills and traffic flow counters
Contactor control systems for lighting and signage
Small power circuits
Heating system with timer controls
Fire alarm system including shutdown for HVAC door access and music system
Emergency lighting system
Paxton door access system
Tested and commissioned all aspects and issued appropriate NICEIC certification

